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Abstract. A uniform methold for constructing sets which diagonalize over certain complexity 
classes while preserving other complexity properties is given. We obtain some known results as 
well as some new ones as corollaries of our main theorem. The new results concern the complexity 
classes P, NP, co-NP, PSPACE, APT (almost polynomial time), R (random polynomial time), 
and the polynomial hierarchy. 
1. Introduction 
3n [7,8, 111 it is shown that there exist sets in ::ertain complexity classes (in most 
cases NP) which diagonalize over other complexity classes (e.g. the complete sets 
for NP). These results hold unless P = NP. In each case: the proofs are long and 
complicated. We give a uniform method to obtain such results. This is the main 
theorem which is proved in Section 3. In SectiorI4 we demonstrate how to obtain 
some of the results of [7,8,11] as corollaries of the main theorem. Furthermore 
we obtain some new results concerning the complexity classes P, NP, CO-NP, 
PSPACE, APT, IR, the polynomial hierarchy, and1 some new reducibility notions 
which are defined in [2]. 
2. Notation 
Let L(M) denote the slet accepted by Turing machine M The classes of 
sets accepted by polynomial-time bounded, non-deterministic polynomial-time 
bounded, and polypomial-slpace bounded Turing machines are denoted by P, NP, 
and PSPACE, reqpectively. We suppose that all siets are languages over some fixed 
alphabet r such that Ir( > 2,. We suppose further that there is a total ordering on 
r”, so it makes sense to apply the p-operator on words over K If JZ is a unary 
relation on r”, t??.en (&($2(z)) denotes the least z G r* (according to this total 
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ordering) such that R!z j holds, if such a z exists, otherwise undefined. The 
complement of a language L is L =: r* - L. For each class of sets C let co-C denote 
the set of complements of the se& in C, co-C = {L 1 LE: C}. We use the notation 
A = B a.e. ifI the symmetric di&zence of A and B, A&J& is a finite set. A class 
of sets C is closed under finite variations iff A E C and A = B a.e. implies B E C. 
I.#& S*m, dq- denote the polynomia\-time bounded many-one and Turing 
reducibiliriies. A set A is m-complete (T-complete) for a class of sets C iff A E C 
and for adl BE C, B a&A (B <!;A). Let SAT and QBF be the well-known m- 
complete (and hence T-complete; sets for NP and PSPACE (see [5,12]). 
Let N denote the set of natural numbers. A function f : M 3 IV is time constructible 
iB there is a Turing machine which on inputs of length n halts in exactly f(n) steps. 
It is easy to see that flar any total recursive function r there is a time constructible 
function r’ such that I’ a K (Since I is recursive there is a Turing machine M which 
on ;liput ‘1 n halts after a finite number of steps on output l”(“). Modify A4 to 1M’ 
such that Ad’ behave:4 on input x, /xl= n, like 1M on input 1”. Then A# defines a 
time constructible function P’ 3: 7.) 
The following definitions are from [8]. Let r : N 4V be a function such that 
I > n for aii n. Define the set G[r] as follows. 




k is easy to FEZ that G[~]E P for time constructible r. On input x, compute 0, r(O), 
r Q r(O), . . . in unary notation, until a word of length 1x1 is reached, and determine 
whether the number of r-applications i  even or odd. 
A class rjf sets CT is recursively presentable iff there is an effective enumeration 
Ml,M;,... cf Turing machines such that C = {I,@&) I i = I, 2, . . . }. We require 
furthermore that all Turing machines in such an enumeration halt on all inputs. 
Ohervc that the definition only makes sense for classes of sets which are included 
in the class of recursive sets. (In fact this inclusion must be proper because the 
recursive se6 ;tre not recursively presentable. This is easily proved by a diagonal 
argument.) 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem which will have various applications 
in the next section. The proof techniques rely on those in [7, $1. 
meorem . &zt AIt A2 be recursive sets and Cl, C2 be classes of recursive sets with 
d!e folio wirzg properties : 
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(a) A&C~,A&C2, 
(6) Cl, Cz art? rtxursiuely presentable, 
(c) Cl, \c2 are closed under finite variations. 
77~1 there exists a recursive set A such that 
(d) Ag Cl, Ati C2, 
(e) if A 1 E P and A:! & (9, r”}, then A gkA2. 
Proof. Let Pi, &, . . . and Q1, Qz, . . . be effective numerations ofTuring machines 
that present Cl and Cz, respectively. 
Define 
and 
We prove that 11 and rz are total recursive functions. From A1 E C1 it follows that 
Al # L(Pi) for all i. Furthermore, because Cr is closed under finite variations, for 
all i and for all n 2 i there exists a z such that 1~12 n and such that z E L(Pi)AA l. 
Observe that “2 E L(Pi)AAI” is a recursive relation, because Al is recursive and 
Pi halts for all inputs. Hence rl is recursive. The same argument applies to r2. 
New let r 2 max(rl, rz) be a time constructible function. Then G[r] E 3. We prove 
that the set A = (G[r]n Al) u (G[r] n AZ) has the desired properties. Suppose 
A E Cl, then there exists a j such that A = LiPi). Let n E N be even and rn (0) 2 j. 
From the construction of r1 it follows thafl there exists a z E r*, t”(0) s lz) < 
rl 0 r”(O) s r”‘“(O) (hence z E G[r]) such that z E L(P’)AAl, hence z E L(Pi)AA. 
This is a contradiction which proves that A & Cl. A similar argument shows that 
A&C2. 
NOW suppose that A 1 E P and AZ & (0, 1”*}. Then A <“,A2 via the fohowing 
polynomial-time comp&aMe function t : 
(x ifxcG[r], 
t(x) = I u ifxEG[r] andxEAI, v ifxEG[r] andxtiAAl, 
where ~4, v are some fixed words satisfying u E A2 and v & As. 
In order to apply the n&n theorem we show that some commonly used 
complexity classes are in fact recursively presentable. First we recall some definitions 
from recent papers [12,13,10,11,2]. Let M(A) denote the set ac’cepted by orlicle 
machiue M using oracle A. Define W(A) = (M(A) IM is 8 non-determinik 
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polynomial-time bounded oracle machine} and for a class of sets C, NP(C) = 
ARC NPM). 
The 4asses Et of the polynomial-time hierarchy 112,131 are defined as follows: 
2,5=P, 
andforkal, 
Z; = NP(E:: _ 1). 
&fine PH = UkzO Xi. It is not known whether the polynomial hierarchy is 
infinite, i.e. whether the inclusion Zpk G Z”,,, is proper for all k 2 0. 
A set A is in APT (almost polynomial time) [3] iff there is a polynomial p and 
a Turing machine A4 which accepts A such that the running time of M is bounded 
by g(n) on inputs of length n except for at most p(n) inputs of length n. 
A set A is p-selective [l I] iff there is a polynomial-time computable function 
3 : (f’“)* -P P with the flollowing properties: 
(1) s(x, y)=x ors(x, y)= y9 
(2) ifxEAoryEA,thens(x,y)EA. 
The following definitions are from [2]. 
A set A is y-reducible to a set B (in symbols: A s J3) iff there is a non- 
Jeterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing machine A4 which has an additional 
output tape such that for each inpug x there is at least one computation which 
produces an output, and for each output y on input x : x E A ey E B. 
A set A is y-complete for a class of sets @ iff A E c and for all B E C, B <,,A. 
A set A is in R, the class of randomly decidable sets, iff there is a non-deterministic 
polynomial-time bounded Turing machine M that accepts A such that the following 
holds: if x E A, then at least half of all computation paths of 151 accept X. 
A set A is randomly reducible to a set B (in symbols: A SR B) is there is a 
non-deterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing machine A4 such that for all 
XEP 
( 1) at least half of all computation paths of M on input x produce outputs, 
(2) if y is an output of M on input X, then (X E A iff y E B). 
A set A is R-complete for a class of sets C iff A E C and for all B E C, B s RA. 
Lertnnna. Xhe following classes of sets are recursively presentable : 
(a) R (id R 
@3 W (h) (T-complete sets for NP), 
(c) co-NP, (i) {T-complete stats for PSPACE}, 
(d) PSPACE, (j) {y-complete sets for NP}, 
(.e) PI-I, (k) {R-complete sets for NP}, 
(f) APT n PSPACE, (1) {p-selectiue s ts} n NP. 
Proof. (a) Enumerate all Turing machines Ml, Mz, . . . and all polymmials 
41, q2,**** Construct ht: desired enumeration PI, P2, . . . of P where P,, n = (i, j),, 
is obtained by attaching :a +counter to Mi. (L,et ( l 9 l ) denote the standard pairing- 
function on N.) 
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(b) Same as (a) with non-deterministic machines, then transform them into 
deterministic ones. 
(c) Same as (b), then transform the machines to those which accept if and only 
if the old ones reject. 
(d) Similar to (a) with a space counter. 
(e) We use a result from [12,13]. A set A is in PH iff there is B e P, k EN, and 
a polynomial q such that 
where Qk = V if k is even, Qk = 3 otherwise. # is a new symbol not in J’. The 
quantifiers range over all words in r* of length at most q(1x I). Now let MI, A&, . . . 
and ql, ye?. . . be effective enumerations of all polynomial-time bounded Turing 
machines and all polynomials, respectively. Construct the desired enumzration 
Hr,&, . . . , where Hn, n = (i, 1, k), is the following Turing machine.: 
H&r): Permute all XI-tuples (~1,. . . , yk) of words of length at 
most qj(lxI) to test whether 3ylVy2 . . . Qkyk: x # 
y1+ l . # yk E k(l&) is true. If so, accept X. 
(f) Let Ml, M2, . . . be the effective enumeration of the polynomial-space bounded 
Turing machines from (d), and let 41, q2, . . be an enumeration of the polynomials. 
Construct the desired enumeration A 1, AZ, . . . of APT n PSPACE where An, n =: 
(i, j) is the following Turing machine: 
A,(x): Testfork=O,l,..., IX I - 1 whether the number of times 
where the running time of Mi on inputs of length 
k exceeds qj(k) is at most qi(k). 
If this test is true for all such k, then (accept 
x ifI Mj accepts x) else reject X. 
We prove that APT n PSPACE =‘{L(A,) 1 n = 1,2, . . . }. 
Let L = L(A,), n = (i, j). If the test done by A, is true for all X, then L = L(Mi) 
and L is in APTn PSPACE by virtue of the way in which Mi operates. Otherwise 
L = 0 a.e. which is clearly in APT n PSPACE. Conversely let L E ,4PT n PSBACE. 
Then there are Turing machines M, M’ and polynomials p, p' such that L = L(M) = 
L(W), and M is almost polynomial-time bounded via p, Ad’ is polynomial-space 
bounded via p’. But then there is a Turing machine M” which is simultaneously 
almost polynomial-time and polynomial-space bounded. M” is the following 
machine: 
M”(X): Simulate M(X) for p(lxl) steps. 
If x is neither accepted nor rejected, then start M’(x). 
Hence there are i, j s,uch that L = L(Mi) and Mi is almost polynomial-time bounded 
via qk Then we have d,(A(i, j,) = L. 
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(81 Let M1,Mzv. be an enumeration of all polynomial-time bounded non- 
deterministic Turing machines. Construct he desired enumeration R1, R2, . . . as 
ftallows, 
Ri(x j: Test for all y such that Iyl C 1x1 whether (ii y E L(i@), 
then at least half of all computation paths of Mi 
accept x). 
If this test is true for all such y, then (accept 
x iff Mi accepts x) else reject x. 
Now either E(Ri) = L(Mi) which is a set in R by virtue of the way in which A& 
operates, or L(Ri) = Q a.e. which is clearly a set in R. 
(11) Let M,, M2, e . a be the recursive presentation of NP and :rr, T2, . . an enume’r- 
ation of all polynomial-tifne bounded oracle machines. We construct he enumer- 
ation Qi, 02, . . . of the T-complete sets for NP as follows. Let O,, n = (i, i) be the 
following machine: 
Q,(x): Test f or all y such that I y 1 c: Ix I whether y E: SATe y E 
q(L(Mik) (i.e. whether Ti correctly T-reduces 
SAT to L(M,)). 
If this test is true for all such y, then (accept 
x iff Mi accepts x) else (accept x ijff x E SAT). 
Now either L( Q,) = L(Mi) which is a T-complete set for hP because SAT T-reduces 
to it, or L(Qi) = SAT a.e. 
(i),, (j), (k) are similar constructions as in (h). 
!I) Let MI, M2, . . . be a recursive presentation of NP and Fl, F2, . . . an enumer- 
ation of all polynomial-time bounded Turing machines which compute 2-placed 
functions. Then construct he desired enumeration Pi, P2, . . . where P,,, n = (i, j), 
is the following 
P*(x): 
machine : 
Test for all u, u such that Iu 1, lul< Ix I whether 
(l.) Fj(U, U)'" u or Fi(u, II) = v, 
(2) if /U E L(Mi) or v E L(Mi), then Z$(U, V) E L(Mi). 
If this test is true, then (accept x iff Mi accepts x) 
else reject x. 
Now either L(P,) = L(MJ, ai p-selective set, or L(p‘,) = 0 a.e. which is trivially a 
p-selective set 
Now all of the following results are corollaries of the main theorem and the lemma: 
CoroUary 1 ([7,8]). lf N‘P # P, then there exist sets in NP - P which are not T- 
complete for NP. 
04. Choose in the main thr:orem Al = 0, A 2 = SAT, Cl = {T-complete sets for 
), and. C2 = P. If NP f P, then the hypothesis of the theorem is satisfied and it 
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follows that there exists a set A not in P, not T-com;qlete for NP, ar:d many-one 
reducibk to SAT, hence A E NP. Thus A has the desired properties. 
Corollary 2 ([ 113). If NP # P, then there exist sets in NP’ - P which are not p-selective 
and which are not T-complete for NP. 
Proof. Choose Al = 0, 112 = SAT, Cl ={T-complete sets for NP), and C,= 
{p-selective sets}n NP. If NP # P, then SAT is not p-selective (see [9]). Thus the 
main theorem provides a set A which is not T-complete for NP, not p-selective, 
hence not in P, and A B&SAT, from which follows A E NP, 
Corolltary 3 ([8]). If NP # P, then NP-P (NP -{T-complete sets for NP)) is not 
recursively presentable. 
Proof. Suppose NP f P and NP - P (NP - {T-comp!ete sets for NP}) is recursively 
presentable. Then A 1 = 0, AZ = SAT, Cl = NP-P (Cl = {T-complete sets for NP’}), 
Cz = P (C, = NP - {T-complete sets for NPI) satisfy the hypothesis of the malin 
theorem. It follows that there exists a set A not in Cl, not in C’zb hence not in NP, 
but many-one reducible to SAT, from which it follows that A E YP, a contradiction. 
Corollary 4. If NP # P, then, given L E NP, it is neither decidcibk whether L E P nor 
whether L is T-complete for NP. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that it is decidable whether L E P (whether L is 
T-complete for NP). Let A&, A& . . . be an effective enumeration of all non- 
deterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing machines. Then delete by the above 
hypothetical algorithm all Mi which accept a set in P (which accept a T-complete 
set for NP). The remaining sequence would yield a recursive presentation of NP - P 
(NP-!T-complete sets for NP}). But this contradicts Corollary 3. 
The first part of Corollary 4 is Exercise 13.21 in [6]. 
Corollary 5. If NP f co,-SfP, then there exist sets in NP-co-NP which are not 
T-complete for NP. 
Proof. Al = 0, A2 = SAT, C1 = {T-complete sets for NP}, C’ = co-NP. 
Observe that Corollary 5 has a stronger conclusion than Corollary 1, but also a 
stronger hypothesis. The reader should compare this result vvith Theorem III in 
[l] which states under the same hypothesis that there exists a set A E NP which is 
not T-complete for NP, and such that for all B E NP A co-NP, 13 GSA. 
~a~rollmy 6. If NP Z co-NP, then NP - co-NP (NP- (ycomplete sets for NF}) is 
not recursively presentable. 
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Proof. The same argument as in (Corollary 3 where A1 = 0, A2 = S/U, Cl = 
NP - co-NP (Cl = (y-complete se& kr NP)), C’z = co-NP (C2 = NP - {y-complete 
sets for NP}). 
Corollary 7. If NP# co-NP, then, given L E NP, it is neither decidable whether 
L E co-NP nor whether L is y-complete for NP. 
Prook Similar $0 Corollary 4. 
Corollary 8. If NP + P, then there exist sets in NP-APT which are not r-complete 
for NP. 
Proof. If NP # P, then SAT is not in APT (see [3, lo]). Thus choose A 1s 0, 
A-J = SAT, Cl = {T-complete sets for NP}, and Cz = APTn PSPACE for the main 
theorem l 
C&serve that Corollary 8 implies Corollary 1. 
The following two results are some steps toward the open problems 5 and 7 in [2]. 
Corollary 9 ([9]). If NP St co-NP, then there exist sets in NP - co-NP which are not 
y-complete for NP. 
Proof. Al = r3, At = SAT, Cl = {y-complete sets for NP}, C2 = co-NP. 
Corollary 10. If NP # R, then there exist sets in NP- R which are not R-complete 
for NP. 
Proof. A1 Z 0, AZ = SAT, Cl = (R-complete sets for NP}, and C2 = R. 
Compare Corollary 10 with Theorem II in [l] which under the same hypothesis 
provides a set A E PJP, not m-complete for NP, and such that for all B E R, B <LA. 
Ckmhry 11. If NP P R, then NP- R (NP-{R-complete sets for NP}) is not recur- 
sively presentable, 
Proof. Similar to Corollary 3. 
CoroHary 12. If NP f R, then, given L E NP, it is neither decidable whether L E R 
nor whether L is R-complete for NP. 
Proof. Similar to Corollary 4. 
Cosolfasy 13. If PSPACE # PH, then there exist sets in PSPACE which are not 
T-complete for PSPACE and which are not in the polynomial hierarchy. 
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P~roof. If PSPACE # PH, then QBF is not in the polynomial hierarchy (see [13]). 
Hence Al = 0, AZ = QBF, Cl = {T-complete sets for NP), Cz = PH satisfy the 
hypothesis of the main theorem. 
Corolllary 14. 1f PSPACE f PH, then PSPACE - PH, PSPACE - NP, PSPACE - P, 
and PSPACE -{T-complete sets for PSPACE} are not recukvely presentable. 
Proof. Similar to Zorollary 3. 
Corollary 15. I’ PSPACE # PH then, givei L E PSPACE, it is undecidable whether 
L E PH, L E NP, L E P, nor whether L is T-complete for PSPACE. 
Proof. Similar to Corollary 4. 
Observe that the hypothesis PSPACE # PI-I in Corollaries 13, 14, a.nd 15 is 
satisfied if the polynomial hierbxhy is infinite [13]. 
All the corollaries which we obtained could also be proved just as easily by using 
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